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When flavor guides motor control: an effector independence study
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Abstract Research on multisensory integration during
natural tasks has revealed how chemical senses contribute

to plan and control movements. An aspect which has yet to

be investigated regards whether the motor representations
evoked by chemosensory stimuli, once established for a

particular movement, can be used to control different

effectors. Here, we investigate this issue by asking partic-
ipants to drink a sip of flavored solution, grasp with the

hand a visual target, and then bring it to the mouth, miming

the action of biting. Results show that hand and lip aper-
tures were scaled according to the size of the object evoked

by the flavor. Maximum hand and lip apertures were

greater when the action toward a small visual target (e.g.,
strawberry) was preceded by a sip of a ‘‘large’’ (e.g.,

orange) than a ‘‘small’’ (e.g., almond) flavor solution.

Conversely, maximum hand and lip apertures were smaller
when the action toward a large visual target (e.g., apple)

was preceded by the presentation of a ‘‘small’’ (e.g.,

strawberry) rather than a ‘‘large’’ flavor solution. These
findings support previous evidence on the presence of a

unique motor plan underlying the act of grasping with-the-
hand and with-the-mouth, extending the knowledge of

chemosensorimotor transformations to motor equivalence.
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Introduction

The way we perceive the external world has been a matter

of interest long before the advent of formal science
(Aristotle 1986). Although most of the researches in this

area have followed a unisensory processing perspective,

accumulating evidence suggests that real-world behaviors
are guided by the integrated information from more than

one sensory source at a time (Ghazanfar and Schroeder

2006). In this respect, the majority of the studies conducted
in humans on cross-modal integration have typically

focused on perceptual integration and have involved an

arbitrary response, such as reaction time, to a sensory
stimulus (e.g., Driver and Spence 2000).

More recently, however, research on multisensory pro-

cessing has been extended to motor control (Castiello et al.
2006, 2010; Gentilucci et al. 1998; Patchay et al. 2003;

Tubaldi et al. 2008a, b). In this series of experiments,

participants were asked to reach and grasp a visually pre-
sented object (i.e., target), following the presentation of a

task-irrelevant sensory stimulus (i.e., distractor). Distrac-
tors could have been a tactile (Gentilucci et al. 1998;

Patchay et al. 2003, 2006), an auditory (Castiello et al.

2010), an olfactory (Castiello et al. 2006; Tubaldi et al.
2008a, b), or a flavor (Parma et al. 2011) stimulus. As an

example, participants were asked to drink a sip of straw-

berry juice and then reach and grasp an orange positioned
in front of them. Thus, the object elicited by the flavored

solution was a strawberry, a fruit which needs a precision

grip (i.e., the opposition of the thumb to the index finger) in
order to be grasped. Whereas the visual target was an

orange, a fruit which requires a whole-hand grip (i.e.,

opposition of the thumb to all the other fingers) in order to
be grasped. The results indicated either interference or

facilitation effects on kinematic parameters such as the
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maximum hand aperture. In the first instance, maximum

hand aperture was significantly smaller when the orange
was grasped preceded by a size-incongruent (e.g., straw-

berry flavored solution) than when it was grasped preceded

by a size-congruent (e.g., apple flavored solution) stimu-
lation or water (i.e., control condition). In the second

instance, maximum hand aperture was more size attuned

when the orange was grasped preceded by a size-congruent
stimulation (e.g., orange flavored solution) than when it

was grasped preceded by a size-incongruent (e.g., straw-
berry flavored solution) or water stimulation (Parma et al.

2011). Therefore, the grasp plan evoked by the flavor of a

strawberry (i.e., precision grip) influenced the performance
of the whole-hand grip necessary to grasp the orange and

successfully accomplish the task.

As can be noticed, research on the cross-modal links in
motor control has been chiefly conducted by considering

the reach to grasp movement performed by the hand as an

experimental window. This is because it is one of the most
common actions we execute every day, and in order to be

performed, it requires that different sensory modalities act

in concert.
Available literature, however, clearly indicated that the

action of grasping with the hand shares many similarities

with the action of grasping with the mouth. As an example,
histological and histochemical investigations showed that a

portion of neurons in the Macaca fascicularis’ brain dis-

charges both when a grasping action is performed by
means of the hand or the mouth (Rizzolatti et al. 1988).

This common activation does not seem to be caused by a

synergism between hand and mouth movements, given that
a double dissociation between the presence of neuronal

discharge when grasping with the mouth and with the hand

has been reported (Rizzolatti et al. 1987). Rather, it appears
that, independently from the anatomical effector used to

perform the grasping action, these neurons code for the aim

of the action itself (Rizzolatti 1987). This viewpoint has
also been supported by a few behavioral kinematic (Cas-

tiello 1997; Gentilucci et al. 2001) and neuroimaging

(Castiello et al. 2000) studies, which provided evidence of
the presence of a unique motor plan underlying the

parameterization of grasping both with the hand and with

the mouth.
Altogether, the above-mentioned findings support the

generalized motor program hypothesis (Keele 1968; Hu-

gues and Abbs 1976). In these terms, a generalized motor
program consists of an abstract memory structure apt to

specify a class of non-specific instructions used to guide a

broad range of movements (e.g., ‘‘grasp,’’ ‘‘bite’’). As
demonstrated by investigating handwriting (Merton 1972;

Wright 1990; Castiello and Stelmach 1993), these shared

higher-order specifications are believed to allow for
effector independence and motor equivalence, that is, ‘‘the

capacity of the motor system to achieve the same end

product with considerable variation in the individual
components that contribute to them’’ (Hugues and Abbs

1976).

Although a number of studies, using a variety of tasks,
have assessed the issue of effector independence in terms

of a parallelism between mouth and hand movements

(Calvert et al. 1999; Gentilucci and Cattaneo 2005; Sato
et al. 2010; Castiello 1997; Gentilucci et al. 2001); to our

knowledge, no previous research has examined the issue of
effector independence within a chemosensory cross-modal

context. Therefore, here, we aim at investigating the effects

that chemosensory stimuli might have on the kinematics of
hand and mouth movements during the performance of a

prehensile movement by the hand and a bite action. In

terms of effector independence, we expect that a flavor
stimulus has the ability to modulate both mouth and hand

kinematics. In the light of previous evidence, which has

investigated how chemosensory and vision stimuli do
integrate during solely hand grasping movements (e.g.,

Castiello et al. 2006; Tubaldi et al. 2008b; Parma et al.

2011), we hypothesize that interference effects should be
evident when the visual target and the preceding flavor-

evoked stimulus have a different size. Conversely, when

the visual target and the preceding flavor evoke a stimulus
sharing a similar size, we expect a more stable patterning

of maximum hand and lip aperture toward the to-be-

grasped-and to-be-bitten visual target.

Materials and methods

Participants

Six women and 4 men (mean age = 24.76 years,

SD = 4.3 years) reporting normal or corrected-to-normal

vision, normal smell and taste abilities, and no history of
smell and taste dysfunction participated in the study. All

gave their informed written consent to participate and were

naı̈ve as to the purpose of the experiment. The experi-
mental procedures were in accordance with the declaration

of Helsinki and were approved by the Institutional Review

Board at the University of Padova. The experimental ses-
sion lasted approximately 30 min.

Stimuli

Four plastic objects grouped on the basis of their natural

size were used as visual targets (Fig. 1). These objects
were an apple and an orange that were considered as large

targets; an almond and a strawberry were considered as

small targets. Plastic objects were used in order to maintain
consistent visual attributes and sizes throughout the period
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of experimentation. The flavor stimuli corresponded to the

visual targets. Specifically, they consisted of 5 ml of either
fruit juice (apple, orange, strawberry, and water-diluted

almond syrup) or water. A custom-built apparatus was set

to administer flavored solutions from sealed syringes in
order to prevent participants to ortho-nasally smell the

odors when delivering the flavor stimuli or water. The

apparatus consisted in a set of 5 Teflon tubes (0.30 mm
diameter). Each of them was connected to a computer-

controlled 5-ml-syringe filled-in with the solutions. At the
time when the flavor stimulation was delivered, the Teflon

tube, providing the to-be-administered solution, was drawn

up to the participant’s mouth in order to favor the sipping.

Procedure

The target was positioned at the center of a black table

surface, at a 33-cm distance from the participant’s hand

starting position. At the beginning of each trial, participants
were asked to eat a piece of water table cracker (1.5 g) to

rinse the mouth from lingering taste and, subsequently, to

drink 10 ml of water to remove food residuals. Then, a
5-ml flavored solution was administered. After the sipping,

participants were asked to close their eyes and keep them

closed till the presentation of an auditory tone (frequency:
800 Hz; 500-ms duration). The auditory tone indicated

participants to reach toward, grasp and bring the target

object to the mouth, miming the action of biting the fruit.
The experimenter visually monitored each trial to ensure

subject’s compliance to these requirements. A breach of
instructions caused the trial to be excluded from the final

analyses. A pretest, carried out before the experimental

session, evidenced that participants naturally grasped the
small objects between the thumb and the index finger (i.e.,

precision grip) and the large objects opposing the thumb

with all the other fingers (i.e., whole-hand grip). There
were six experimental conditions (Table 1): (1) congruent

large (LL), in which both the flavor and the visual stimulus

evoked a large object (e.g., orange-apple); (2) congruent
small (SS), in which both the flavor and the visual stimulus

Fig. 1 Panel a shows the large visual targets (apple and orange) and the hand and the mouth apertures naturally used to grasp and bite them.
Panel b shows the small visual targets (almond and strawberry) and the hand and the mouth apertures naturally used to grasp and bite them

Table 1 Visual target-flavored solutions combinations for the congruent, incongruent, and control experimental conditions

Visual target

Apple Orange Almond Strawberry

Solutions (flavors) Apple LL LL LS LS

Orange LL LL LS LS

Almond SL SL SS SS

Strawberry SL SL SS SS

Water CL CL CS CS

LL congruent large, LS incongruent large, SL incongruent small, SS congruent small, CL control large, CS control small
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evoked a small object (e.g., strawberry-almond); (3)

incongruent large (LS), in which the flavored solution
evoked a large object but the visual stimulus evoked a

small object (e.g., orange–almond); (4) incongruent small

(SL), in which the flavored solution evoked a small object
and the visual stimulus evoked a large object (e.g., straw-

berry-apple); (5) control large (CL), in which the flavor

stimulus was water and the visual stimulus evoked a large
object (e.g., water–orange); and (6) control small (CS), in

which the flavor stimulus was water and the visual
stimulus evoked a small object (e.g., water–strawberry).

Participants performed 6 trials for each experimental

condition for a total of 36 trials. Trials were presented in
randomized order within three 12-trial blocks interleaved

by a 5-min pause.

Apparatus

A three-dimensional motion analysis system (SMART–D,
BTS) equipped with six infrared cameras (frequency,

140 Hz) was used to record movements. The infrared

cameras picked up the reflectance of seven passive markers
(diameter = 0.25 cm) placed on (a) the wrist, (b) the tip of

the index finger, (c) the tip of the thumb of the right–hand

(d) the center of the upper lip, (e) the center of the lower
lip, (f) the left condylar process, and (g) the right condylar

process, respectively. Markers were fastened using marker-

sized double-sided tape. Co-ordinates of the markers were
reconstructed with an accuracy of 0.2 mm over the field of

view. The standard deviation of the reconstruction error

was 0.2 mm for the vertical (Y) axis and 0.3 mm for the
two horizontal (X and Z) axes. Data were reconstructed,

filtered (10 Hz), and analyzed with the SMART-D analyzer

software.

Dependent measures and statistical analyses

Kinematic analysis was confined to the amplitude of

maximum hand and lip apertures, which are measures that

can be equated with each other. To date, this measure
appears to be the most effective in revealing how the

planning and control of hand movements are affected by

irrelevant information presented in a different sensory
modality (e.g., Patchay et al. 2005, 2006; Castiello et al.

2006). Maximum hand aperture was calculated as the

maximum distance in millimeters between the tip of index
finger and the tip of the thumb. Maximum lip aperture

was calculated as the distance between the center of the

upper and the lower lip. Because the orange and the
almond were presented with their skin, and it is not

customary to bite them unpeeled, we performed a pre-

liminary analysis on maximum lip aperture comparing
trials in which the apple and the strawberry (i.e., bite

appropriate targets) were bitten with trials in which the

orange and the almond (i.e., bite inappropriate targets)
were bitten. Such analysis did not reveal any significant

difference (bite appropriate vs. bite inappropriate targets,

P [ .05). Therefore, data were collapsed in terms of size
across fruits. Two 3 9 2 repeated-measures ANOVAs

with ‘‘condition’’ (congruent, incongruent, control) and

‘‘target size’’ (large, small) as within-subjects factors were
performed to analyze the amplitude of maximum hand

and lip aperture. Bonferroni corrections (P \ .05) were
applied when necessary.

Results

Maximum hand aperture

Results from the ANOVA revealed that the main effect of

‘‘target size’’ [F(1,9) = 13,257, P \ .005, gp
2 = .60] and

the interaction ‘‘condition by target size’’ [F(2,18) = 16.71,

P \ .001, gp
2 = .65] were significant.

The size of the visual target affected maximum hand
aperture

This is an important aspect of the present study because in

order to ascertain the effects of flavor information in terms

of ‘‘size’’ on maximum hand aperture, it is necessary to
demonstrate that the size of the visual target does affect

hand aperture. In this respect, significantly different kine-

matic patterns of hand shaping for the small and the large
targets were found. As witnessed by the significance of the

main effect of ‘‘target size,’’ maximum hand aperture was

significantly greater for the larger than for the smaller
targets (99 mm vs. 71 mm).

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the ‘‘condition’’ by ‘‘target size’’
interaction when considering maximum hand aperture. Black refers to
congruent conditions, white to incongruent conditions, and gray to
control conditions. The object sizes are represented on the X axis.
Bars represent the standard error of means
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The effects of congruent and control flavor–visual
information upon maximum hand aperture

As represented in Fig. 2, post hoc contrasts revealed that

maximum hand aperture was similar when grasping was

preceded by a sip of either ‘‘large’’ flavored solution or water
(97 mm vs. 99 mm, P [ .05). Similarly, maximum hand

aperture was not significantly different when the action of

grasping the small target was preceded by a ‘‘small’’ flavored
solution or by water (65 mm vs. 70 mm, P [ .05).

The effects of incongruent flavor–visual information
upon maximum hand aperture

Figure 2 shows that maximum hand aperture was smaller
when the action toward the large target was preceded by a

sip of ‘‘small’’ rather than a ‘‘large’’ fruit juice or water (71,

96, 99 mm, respectively; Ps \ .01). Conversely, when
grasping a small target following the delivery of a sip of

‘‘large’’ fruit juice, maximum hand aperture was greater

than when the same target was grasped following a sip of
‘‘small’’ fruit juice or water (95, 65, 70 mm, respectively;

Ps\ .05).

Maximum lip aperture

The main effect of ‘‘target size’’ [F(1,9) = 5,547, P \ .05,
gp

2 = .38] and the ‘‘condition by target size’’ interaction

[F(2,18) = 19,946, P \ .0001, gp
2 = .69] were significant.

The size of the visual target affected maximum lip aperture

When the visual target was bitten in the absence of pre-
ceding flavor information, maximum lip aperture was sig-

nificantly greater for the larger than for the smaller targets

(51.4 mm vs. 49.6 mm). The fact that the size of the visual
target influenced maximum lip aperture, as found for

maximum hand aperture, is a pivotal finding, given that the

aim of the present study is to investigate an effector-
independent effect of flavor stimulation upon hand and

mouth motor behavior.

The effects of congruent and control flavor–visual
information upon maximum lip aperture

As shown in Fig. 3, post hoc contrasts revealed that max-

imum lip aperture was accurately adjusted to target size

when biting a large target preceded by a sip of either
‘‘large’’ flavored solution or water (52 mm vs. 53 mm,

P [ .05). In a similar vein, maximum lip aperture was
accurately adjusted to target size when the small target was

preceded by either a ‘‘small’’ flavored solution or water

(48 mm vs. 48 mm, P [ .05).

Incongruent flavor–visual information in maximum
lip aperture

As depicted in Fig. 3, when grasping a large target fol-

lowing the delivery of a sip of ‘‘small’’ fruit juice, maxi-

mum lip aperture was smaller than when the same target
was bitten following a sip of either ‘‘large’’ fruit juice or

water (49, 52, 53 mm, respectively Ps \ .01). When the

action toward the small target started following a sip of
‘‘large’’ rather than a ‘‘small’’ fruit juice, there was a sig-

nificant increment in maximum lip aperture (53 mm vs.

48 mm; P\ .05). Similarly, a significant difference in the
amplitude of maximum lip aperture was found when a

small target was bitten preceded by a sip of ‘‘large’’ fruit

juice or water (53 vs. 48 mm; P \ .001).

Discussion

The present study aimed at investigating whether hand and

mouth kinematics could be affected by the presentation of
preceding flavor stimulation. The results indicate that the

kinematic patterning of a prehensile movement performed

by either the hand or the lips was influenced in a similar
vein by the ‘‘size’’ of a flavor. Of relevance, the motor plan

evoked by the flavor appears to be surprisingly fine-grained

and when elicited can modulate hand and mouth apertures.
In purely motor terms, it was found that the organization

of the grasp-with-the-hand motor plan was similar to that

characterizing the grasping-with-the-mouth action (Casti-
ello 1997; Gentilucci et al. 2001). Specifically, the results

for the control conditions indicated that both maximum

hand and lip apertures were affected by the size of the to-
be-grasped visual target. That is, the large targets induced

maximum hand and lip apertures that were significantly
greater than those elicited by small targets. These results

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the ‘‘condition’’ by ‘‘target size’’
interaction when considering the maximum lip aperture. Black refers
to congruent conditions, white to incongruent conditions, and gray to
control conditions. The object sizes are represented on the X axis.
Bars represent the standard error of means
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confirm the notion of motor equivalence, suggesting that no

substantial differences could be retrieved when comparing
the kinematics of the act of grasping with the hand or the

lips (Castiello 1997; Gentilucci et al. 2001). Naturally, such

‘‘equivalence’’ should consider the reduced absolute
opening of the mouth when compared to the hand. These

absolute differences in excursion reflect the biomechanical

constraints imposed by the anatomy of the hand and the
temporomandibular joint, which permits greater and

smaller maximum apertures, respectively. This can be
considered a classic example of effector-dependent char-

acteristics that, according to Arbib’s hypothesis, are map-

ped into a dissociable level of the action plan with respect
to the general effector-independent information underlying

the act of grasping (Arbib 1990).

The central advance of the present study is that the
concept of motor equivalence might be extended to cross-

modal context involving the chemical senses. The fact that

both the hand and the mouth scaled in accordance with the
size of the flavor reflects the transformation of flavor-

elicited information in motor commands. The motor plan

elicited by the flavor stimulus is not totally overridden by
the motor plan triggered, at a later time, by the visual

target. That is, some aspects of the motor plan elicited by a

‘‘size’’ incongruent flavor stimulus persist in the motor plan
executed for grasping the visual target. This effect was

evident when comparing the incongruent flavor with the

respective flavorless conditions. Put simply, the motor plan
elicited by the ‘‘size’’ of the flavor leaked into the motor

plan specifically tailored for grasping the visual target. This

phenomenon led to interference effects, which were evi-
dent in both hand and mouth kinematics. From a perceptual

perspective, the representation evoked by flavor seems to

contain highly detailed information about the flavor stim-
ulus (i.e., structural features). If flavor had provided a

blurred and holistic object’s representation (i.e., a low

spatial-resolution of the object’s image), then flavor would
not have affected the aperture of the hand and the mouth.

Second, from a motor perspective, the flavor representation

seems to be mapped into the action vocabulary with a
certain degree of reliability. The elicited motor plan

embodies specific and selective commands for handling the

‘‘tasted’’ object, and it is fully manageable by the motor
system.

At this stage, the natural question is how can this effect

be explained? Our preferred ideas are that during initial
perceptual analysis, a limited number of objects potentially

relevant to action are processed in parallel. This initial

perceptual processing flows continuously into areas of the
brain that represent and subsequently initiate action. Such

perceptual inputs are capable of automatically activating

their associated responses without subjects’ intentions to
act (Tipper et al. 1998; Castiello 1999). Due to this highly

efficient and automatic conversion of perceptual inputs into

actions, different sensory inputs can evoke actions in par-
allel. As soon as the object evoked by the flavor is iden-

tified, an appropriate hand or mouth motor plan is

initialized, which then competes with the motor plan trig-
gered by the visual target; this conflict is played out in the

kinematics of hand and mouth apertures. Thus, according

to this model, the difference between the grasp plans
activated by the flavor stimulus and by the visual target is

essential for hand/mouth aperture interference effects to be
observed. Indeed, when a flavor of a similar ‘‘size’’ as the

visual target is presented, hand and mouth apertures are not

altered with respect to when no-flavor is presented. A range
of alternative explanations might be advanced to explain

this finding. First, the information on the to-be-grasped

object conveyed by the first modality (e.g., flavor) might be
good enough to perform an accurate grasping that the

information provided by a second modality (e.g., vision)

would not have had any influence on the grasping kine-
matics. Second, when the ‘‘size’’ of the flavor and the size

of the visual target match, the integration of the two

modalities carrying similar information about the to-be-
grasped object might support the presence of a more stable

action. Third, the temporal delay occurring between the

delivery of the flavor stimulation and the grasping-with-
the-mouth action might have hidden the facilitation effect.

Although participants exposed to different stimuli (e.g.,

olfactory and gustatory), presented at the same time and in
the same space, (e.g., flavor), report facilitation effects in

terms of both reaction times and accuracy (Gottfried and

Dolan 2003; Spence et al. 2000, 2001), this happens only
when the task is performed immediately following the

chemosensory stimulation. In the present experiment, the

start of the grasping-with-the-mouth action was slightly
delayed with respect to the delivery of the flavor stimula-

tion. Therefore, facilitation, if any, should have emerged, at

the very least, for grasping-with-the-hand action. Having
said that, in order to fully disentangle this issue, further

research is needed, for example, considering the manipu-

lation of the temporal delay between the hand and the
mouth motor plan.

The present findings might allow some speculations on

the neural mechanisms underlying the reported effects. The
appealing hypothesis is an effector-independent activation

of the motor system triggered by a flavor stimulation/pro-

cessing, a concept that still lacks direct evidence in
humans, but plausible if one considers that auditory,

olfactory, and visual inputs are indeed able to activate

motor brain areas (Ferrari et al. 2005; Cheng et al. 2007;
Tubaldi et al. 2011). The starting point comes from com-

parative literature that provides some evidence for neural

networks connecting the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), which
contains multisensory integration sites, with motor regions
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(Cavada et al. 2000). Of particular interest for our study is

the presence of direct connections between OFC and motor
areas such as the ventral premotor area F5. An area that

contains classes of neurons that become active when the

monkey makes a specific action with its hand or mouth
(Rizzolatti et al. 1988). In this connection, we are tempted

to suggest that the cortico-cortical connections between

OFC and F5 influencing motor output in non-human pri-
mates (Bates and Goldman-Rakic 1993) might also exist in

humans and account for the influence of multisensory
information on motor behavior and, in the present cir-

cumstances, in an effector-independent fashion. If this

view is accepted, then we might have demonstrated that
flavor information might have the potential to trigger

activity within the neural networks subtending the control

of the hand and mouth.
As a final point, it might be interesting to interpret the

present results from an evolutionary perspective. Eating is

a high approach-motivated behavior, generally connected
to positive feelings. Recent research has revealed that

individuals reduce the breadth of their attentional focus,

shutting out irrelevant information, while they approach a
positive high-motivating target (Gable and Harmon-Jones

2008). This perspective seems to be consistent with the

above-mentioned selection for action theory (Allport
1987). Allport (1987), by means of the well-known

example of the bowl of fruit, suggested that specific

selective attentional mechanisms would focus on a target
fruit we particularly desire. Therefore, the attentional focus

preferentially narrows down to one object only, resulting in

a privileged specification of action parameterization for
that object and in the rejection of action parameterization

for the irrelevant distractors (e.g., other fruits present in the

bowl).
To conclude, the present findings extend current litera-

ture on chemosensorimotor transformations while grasping

by suggesting the existence of effector-independent motor
representations elicited by flavor. This seems to provide

further fuel to the notion that acting in a selective manner is

a multisensory process that also involves the chemical
senses.
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